EUROTALENTS SELECTION CAMP 2018

Otocec/SLO, 7-14 October 2018

PROSPECTUS
PARTICIPATION CRITERIA:

ETTU Eurotalents (TI&S) invites following players selected from Pre-Selection Camp 2018 and Eurominichamp’s tournament 2018 and EYC Cluj Napoca (ROU):

- Oprea Luca (ROU)
- Pribeagu Sebastian (ROU)
- Piwowar Jakub (ENG)
- Zijadic Benjamin (BIH)
- Benko Leon (CRO)
- Balazs Lei (HUN)
- Szantosi David (HUN)
- Palusek Samuel (SVK)
- Arpas Samuel (SVK)
- Shutov Nikon (BLR)
- Falconnier Timothy (SUI)
- Closset Tom (BEL)
- Lebrun Felix (FRA)
- Koehl William (FRA)
- Zemmal Elian (FRA)
- Grolleau Lucas (FRA)
- Coton Flavian (FRA)
- Lam Nathan (FRA)
- Russo Rafael (FRA)
- Pilard Nathan (FRA)
- Trascu Luca (FRA)
- Mourier Flavio (FRA)
- Urquizar Hugo (ESP)
- Vinogradov Roman (RUS)
- Bukreev Daniil (RUS)
- Samokhin Aleksei (RUS)
- Shushan Eltay (ISR)
- Allegranza Giacomo (ITA)
- Calarco Giuseppe (ITA)
- Alfredsson Isak (SWE)
- Moravek Jindrich (CZE)
- Abiodun Tiago (POR)

- Mei Rosu Bianka (ROU)
- Singeormzan Cristina (ROU)
- Baiasu Ioana (ROU)
- Wiltschkova Dominika (SVK)
- Filcheva Teodora (BUL)
- Radak Sara (SRB)
- Vieru Valerija (MDA)
• Kaufmann Annett (GER)
• Griesel Mia (GER)
• Stortz Jele (GER)
• Ruhmkorff Brenda (GER)
• Minni Lea (FRA)
• Collinet Clara (FRA)
• Pujol Elise (FRA)
• Pinto Matilda (POR)
• Chervonopolskaia Vera (RUS)
• Pugovkina Iuliia (RUS)
• Tokic Sara (SVN)

**SCHEDULE:**

7 October: Arrival day and first practice at
8 – 13 October: Training camp and tournament
14 October: Departure day

**ENTRIES:**

To be sent NOT later than

**26th of September 2018**

to:

Slovenian Table Tennis Association
Celovska cesta 25
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Contact person: Mr Danijel Sarlah
☎ mobile : +386 40 474 803
e-mail address : info@ntzs.si

with cc to Zita Pidl, ETTU Project Co-ordinator (zpidl.ettu@gmail.com)
ENTRY CANCELLATION:

Cancellation of participants is possible till: **2nd October 2018.**

For cancellation **after 2nd October 2018**, **CANCELLATION FEE of EUR 120.- will be charged.**

FINANCIAL CONDITIONS:

Each Association has to cover travel expenses and **accommodation cost (full board)** for the players and coaches in full amount of:

A/ Hotel Sport (****)
- 68 € per day in single occupancy
- 58 € per day in double /triple occupancy

ACCOMMODATION SUBSIDY:

ETTU will pay subsidy for 2 boys and 2 girls / Association in full amount of 20€ /day / player (double room occupancy!)

All other cost shall be paid to the organizer either **in cash upon arrival or by bank transfer in advance** to the following bank account:

BANK DETAILS:

Beneficiary of payment: Slovenian Table Tennis Association
Address of beneficiary: Celovska cesta 25, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Bank: SKB banka
Bank Address: Ajdovščina 4, 1513 Ljubljana, Slovenia
IBAN : SI56 0310 0100 1902 721
SWIFT: SKBASI2X
Specification of payment: Eurotalent Otocec

**Credit cards will NOT be accepted.**

COACHES:

- Andreja Ojsteršek Uhr, Head Coach (SVN)
- Lara Broich, Assistant Coach (GER)
- Istvan Korpa (ETTU)
- Neven Cegnar (ETTU)
It is extremely important that invited players attend the camp with their national team and/or personal coaches as this is the best opportunity to discuss future programmes for the players and establish regular communication among coaches and adequate ETTU bodies. The ETTU is also keen to increase the number of female coaches in Europe and therefore encourage the participation of female coaches. This is a great training opportunity for both male and female coaches to learn and grow together with the young players.

**ACCOMODATION:**

- Hotel Šport**** (162 beds) at Otočec has recently gained a small wellness centre with pool that will enable the guests to relax in thermal water while admiring a marvellous view of the green landscape. The glass-enclosed space with movable walls and a passage leading to the outdoor terrace is large enough to house comfortable loungers. It is located 100m from Sport facilities.

![Hotel Šport****](image)

**PLAYING CONDITIONS:**

Otocec Sports and Recreation Centre with their facilities and activities are ideal for active life fans and athletes. The supporting infrastructure of SRC Otočec provides a pleasant and enjoying stay for both competitors and guests. With TV and radio studio, media room, locker rooms, VIP section, warehouses, executive rooms and other premises it provides for all the needs of organizing events on the highest international level.
SPORTS HALL: SPORT hall equipped with 30 Joola and Tibhar tables, Tibhar white balls will be used for the camp. Further to the head coach, there will be 5 assistant coaches.

TRANSPORT:

ARRIVAL – DEPARTURES

Otočec, which is famous for its romantic castle on a small island in the middle of the Krka river, also offers many other things to visitors. Numerous sports facilities are available. Otočec is 6 km from Novo Mesto and with its location situated half-way between Ljubljana (80 km) and Zagreb (80 km) it is an excellent starting point for daily trips to each of these. All participants travelling by air are requested to arrive in Ljubljana. The delegations will be welcomed at the airport.

For those coming by car (E70 / A2 Highway, direction Novo mesto) exit Otocec. Venue address: Hotel Sport, Grajska cesta 2, 8222 Otocec

For those coming with their own vehicle, there will be free parking close to the hotel.

Transfer to Zagreb Airport (cca. 80 km) may be organized at extra costs upon request (EUR 20,- one way)
If you need **VISA** to enter Slovenia, please send your request for invitation letter by attaching the scanned copy of the passport(s) not later than 10th September to the Slovenian Table Tennis Association ([info@ntzs.si](mailto:info@ntzs.si))

**EXTRA ACTIVITIES & FACILITIES:**

Other cultural activities can be organized on the free afternoon, on request and at an extra cost.

- Thermal pools in Hotel Sport
- Meeting room
- Wi-Fi hotel rooms
- Wi-Fi sport hall
- Fitness center
- Use of football pitch
- Use of basketball court (open air)
- Beach volleyball court

**YOU ARE EUROTALENTS – SEE YOU IN OTOČEC!**

Neven Cegnar, prof.
ETTU Development Manager